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This article argues that the appropriate standard for the analysis of commodity market
integration is the transport cost adjusted law of one price. A threshold error correction
model that incorporates that property is developed and applied to French wheat prices in
the 19th century. This type of modeling acknowledges the fact that error corrections only
take place when price differentials between markets exceed transport costs. The method
used produces estimates of implied transport costs, which are quite close to observed
costs, and generates more accurate estimates of the adjustment speed to equilibrium price
differentials between markets. Unlike previous studies this article shows that French
wheat markets were well integrated by the middle of the 19th century.© 2000 Academic

Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

The conventional wisdom has it that France did not become a fully integrated
economy in the 19th century as far as her agricultural markets are concerned.
This study challenges that wisdom by looking at wheat market integration.
Results based on high-frequency data (two observations per month) from about
a dozen local markets over the period 1825–1903 indicate a high and increasing
degree of regional and national integration. Previous studies report ambiguous
results because they do not explicitly take into consideration that there are
transport and transaction costs in arbitrage between local markets. If transport
costs are not explicitly modeled the results will be biased. The model introduced
here, a “threshold equilibrium error correction model,” estimates the commodity
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points or, more specifically,the grain points,2 by analyzing the adjustment
processes in price differentials between pairs of markets. The commodity points
constitute a threshold and can be interpreted as transport costs between pairs of
markets which trade with each other. More generally commodity points reveal
the price differential which, if exceeded, will be reestablished through price
adjustments. The model generates estimates of the speed of adjustment to
equilibrium commodity points, i.e., the threshold. The robustness of the esti-
mated transport costs is tested with reference to observations of actual transport
costs. The study confirms that estimated commodity points correspond to ob-
served transport costs between markets that actually trade directly with each
other. For markets that are integrated but do not trade directly with each other,
commodity points are strictly smaller than transport costs.

2. MOTIVATION

Although market integration has been studied rigorously for a long time there
is still no consensus as to the appropriate methodological approach. In recent
studies there is at least an implicit and often an explicit reference to thelaw of
one price(LOP) as the proper standard for assessing market integration. Earlier
attempts often looked at price correlations between markets and the interpretation
was thatif correlations between pairs of markets were high the law of one price
was corroborated (e.g., Latham and Neal, 1983). Some of these studies assured
that the series were made stationary, but others did not, making the results
difficult to compare. Transport cost figures prominently as a sign of increased
integration in another strand of market integration analysis: the finding is that
over long stretches of time, say, centuries, there seems to be price convergence
between geographically separated markets (e.g., Jörberg, 1972; Harley, 1992).
However, price convergence is a measure of the decline in transport costs which
may or may not be associated with increased market integration as defined below.

Recently, error correction modeling has surfaced as an appropriate economet-
ric tool. This is understandable since the arbitrage in markets can be interpreted
as driving the error correction process. Such models have been applied to labor
market integration (e.g., Boyer and Hatton, 1994) but can easily be extended to
goods markets. In goods markets we suggest that the appropriate standard for
market integration is the existence ofcommodity points adjusted law of one price
(CPALOP). When there are positive transport costs and if markets trade, the
price differential between a pair of markets cannot permanently be higher than
the transport cost. If two markets never trade directly with each other but are both
connected to a third market, they can be said to be integrated. The commodity
points between the two will be smaller than transport costs (otherwise they would
trade with each other) but commodity points can still be related in a systematic
way to transport costs to that third market, as is demonstrated below.

2 The terminology is of course inspired by the connotations given by the conceptgold pointsunder
the classic gold standard.
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Thedegreeof market integration can be measured by the speed of adjustment
back to this equilibrium price differential when markets are out of equilibrium.
It is important to point out that the actual volumes traded need not be large to
attain a high degree of market integration because price differentials can be
caused by the fact that markets were informationally segmented. During the 19th
century there was, however, an increase in the volumes exchanged nationally and
internationally. Earlier studies have recorded sluggish responses of adjustments
to shocks. A few studies report little change over time in adjustment speed, even
over centuries, a surprising result when one expects an increase in the speed of
adjustment from falling transport costs and faster information flows. However,
results are heavily dependent on data and methods used. The use of yearly
averages, as in Froot, Kim, and Rogoff (1995), does not accurately represent the
arbitrage process since that process has operated within a shorter time span than
a year since the Early Modern era. It is not clear, in other words, what a yearly
average means in a real arbitrage process. If shocks are more frequent than once
a year, as we know they are,3 then much valuable information is lost in an annual
average. Using monthly data, the present authors have detected a steady increase
in the speed of adjustment between a large number of markets in Europe over 400
years (Ejrnæs and Persson, 1997; Persson, 1999). Moreover, if transport costs are
not explicitly modeled, the analysis will not catch the true element of adjustment
in price movements. If the price differential between twotrading markets
happens to be smaller than the transport costs, then price movements might be
random. It is only when they are outside the transport cost “band,” the commod-
ity points, that you will necessarily expect adjustments. Interpreting all price
movements as driven by the same forces will therefore bias the estimate of the
true strength of adjustment toward zero. This intuitive result is demonstrated with
an example in the Appendix.

The analysis pursued in this article explicitly relies on a specification of
CPALOP by means of a threshold equilibrium error correction mechanism. It
differs from traditional equilibrium error correction models in that one equilib-
rium has been replaced by a band of equilibria, the width of which is determined
by the commodity points equilibrium. Consider a simplified case: goods move in
one direction only. One market sometimes relies on supply from another market.
Price will be higher in the importing than in the exporting market in order to
cover transport costs. If the price differential temporarily rises above transport
cost then arbitrage and trade will cause price to fall and reestablish CPALOP. We
can call this differential a threshold, above which price in the importing market
cannot permanently diverge. If transport costs are very high, trade links would
not be strong and permanent enough to estimate a commodity points equilibrium
and the analysis would not be possible to perform; that is, we would not find
robust adjustment processes in the market. However in the analysis performed

3 Not only local harvest shocks but harvest outcomes in other parts of the world have an impact and
so does expectations of these events. Prices are especially volatile between August and December,
when markets are hit by new information.
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here transport cost is a relatively small fraction of goods prices, seldom exceed-
ing 10% of the wheat price, and more often around 5%. It is the combination of
low-cost inland navigation and sophisticated information transmission in France
that secures that violations of the CPALOP are only transitory. As transport cost
declines over the 19th century so do the estimated thresholds.

Price movements above the threshold are driven by random shocks and
adjustments, and the relative strength of these forces will determine the speed of
adjustment to CPALOP. The stronger the forces of adjustment, the faster the
adjustment and by implication the higher theextentof market integration. But, if
price in the high price market is within the band defined by the commodity points
because it happens to be self-sufficient in food for the time being, then there are
no adjustment processes going on. In that event price movements can be expected
to be a driftless random walk. This is why it is important to separate “above”
threshold and “within” threshold movements.

3. PREVIOUS STUDIES AND THE DESIGN OF THIS STUDY

The study is based on a particularly rich data set covering a fairly homogenous
good, wheat, in a large number of French markets during the 19th century, or
1825–1903 to be exact. The price data used in this study originate from so-called
mercurialescollected in local markets (Drameet al., 1991). In most cities in
France—and throughout continental Europe—the municipal authorities were
concerned with subsistence policy and therefore followed price movements in the
local markets closely. This routine served several purposes. First, it offered an
early warning system against impending crises. Second, the price of grain was
used by authorities to fix the price of bread—or the weight of a fixed price loaf
of bread. The current data set recorded two observations per month. In choosing
pairs of markets to study we were guided by the wish to cover major regions in
France and to find a large number of pairs in identical time periods. This choice
was constrained by the fact that most markets experienced short or long spells of
poor price documentation. However, despite this we managed to get a good
coverage of main centers of production and consumption. The exception is Paris,
for which there is no available comparable data set. The two main periods studied
are 1825–1835, when railways and telegraphs were not yet in use, and 1890–
1903, by which time modern means of information transmission and goods
transport were available. However, it was not possible to find a single period in
between the early and late periods for all market pairs. We therefore use two
intermediate periods, 1855–1865 and 1870–1889, respectively.

Despite the availability of such fine data, there are comparatively few system-
atic studies of market integration in France. Perhaps this helps explain the
survival of a deep-rooted conviction that France remained regionally segmented
well into and even throughout the 19th century. This conviction was first formed
in the study ofancien régimeFrance by Jean Meuvret’s history of French
subsistence crises (Meuvret, 1977–1988). It has survived supported by circum-
stantial evidence. Meuvret’s monumental work also echoes a mistrust of markets
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when tested by a subsistence crisis, an opinion which can be traced back to
heated debates in the Enlightenment period. The idea that markets were ill-suited
to handling severe supply shocks is prominent in Galiani’s critical assessment of
his late 18th-century Physiocratic contemporaries, who advocated, and tempo-
rarily succeeded in implementing, a nonregulated grain trade (Galiani, 1775;
Persson, 1993). One of the present authors has argued that market integration had
been helping to smoothen price fluctuations in French grain markets for a few
centuries before the era of the Enlightenment, though it was not until the 19th
century that a substantial decline in fluctuations could be detected (Persson,
1999). The ensuing welfare gains in price and consumption smoothing have been
discussed in the development economics literature (Ravallion, 1988). The study
of demographic responses to price and consumption in France seems to suggest
that mortality ceased to be driven by price shocks from the early 19th century
onward (Weir, 1984).

It is only in recent years that formal modeling has been applied to the
integration of wheat markets in France (Roehner, 1994). In the French historio-
graphic context Jean-Michel Chevet and Pascal St. Amour (1991, 1992) have
advanced the analysis of market integration by applying modern econometric
techniques. They argue that France shows signs of being imperfectly integrated
in the 19th century. Some of their results are plausible but some are more
puzzling, as they willingly admit. They sought to reveal the market structure in
France by assessing Granger-causality links between markets. In the early 19th
century there were strong impulses from Bouches du Rhône (Marseille) to the
regions of Rhône (Lyon) and Gironde (Bordeaux) and from Rhône to Gironde.
The Paris basin also generated strong impulses to other parts of France, as might
be expected from an area with a concentration of producers and consumers. By
the end of the century regions tended to become “equals.” Rather than being
dominated by a single market they mutually adjusted to each other. There
remained one remarkable exception, however: the Paris region was dominated by
other regions. This was clearly a counterintuitive result. So we are left with the
impression that France somehow remained imperfectly integrated even after the
communications revolution of the railway and telegraph. Chevet and St. Amour
suggested several explanations for this puzzling phenomenon, notably that the
underlying data, regional averages rather than prices from single local markets,
could distort the picture.

With the rapid modernization of the transport system and information trans-
mission network in France, a high and increasing degree of market integration
might be expected. The evolution of the transport system in France ran through
two important phases in the 19th century. An ambitious plan of repairing and
extending inland navigation began in the 1820s, lasting some 25 years until rail
began to supplement canals as a principal means of transport. By the end of the
1850s, all major cities were connected by telegraph and by rail and/or inland
navigation. In principle grain could travel by canal and river from, say, Rouen in
northwestern France through Paris to Strasbourg in the northeast or to Marseille
on the Mediterranean coast by the river Yonne, the Canal de Bourgogne, and the
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Saône and Rhône rivers. In practice grain did not travel that far; distances of
more than 400 km by inland navigation or 80–100 km by road were rare. The
average distance traveled by cereals on inland navigation was about 150 km,
against 250 km for metallurgical products. A rapid expansion of grain and food
traffic took place when the rail system links all major cities after 1865. Between
1865 and 1895 shipments of cereals and beverages increased by 140%. Cereals
and foodstuffs accounted for some 20% of all rail freight, a slightly smaller
percentage of the traffic by inland navigation; in fact they comprised the largest
category of goods after fuels. Despite the expansion of grain transport by rail,
inland navigation still absorbed a respectable proportion of the entire grain trade
at the end of the 19th century, about 30% of the total measured in ton-kilometers.
Low cost and the increasing flexibility of inland navigation were important
reasons for this concentration. Transport routes previously used only in the
downstream direction, as, for example, on the river Rhône, could now be used
both up- and downstream with the advent of steampowered boats. In the 1890s
there was as much traffic upstream from Lyon to Mâcon as there was down-
stream. In addition to rail and canals,petit cabotage(or coastal shipping) linked
cities such as Rouen, Nantes, and Bordeaux on the Atlantic coast and the
Channel. In sum there is no doubt about the sophisticated nature of the French
transport system (Album de statistique graphique,1891, Album de statistique
graphique,1893, 1895–1896).

4. A THRESHOLD ERROR CORRECTION MODEL

In a previous analysis (Ejrnæs and Persson, 1997; Persson, 1999) we examined
market integration between pairs of cities (markets) in France and in other parts
of Europe. Using cointegration techniques we looked for and established the
existence of an equilibrium relation between pairs of markets to which the prices
in the two cities adjusted. The estimated equilibrium relation implied that the
ratio of the two prices was constant, though not necessarily equal.

In this article we explicitly include transport costs in the error correction
model, making it a threshold error correction model. In contrast to previous
analyses by Prakash (1996) and Obstfeld and Taylor (1997), we include transport
costs in a bivariate error correction model and analyze the two prices simulta-
neously.4 The advantage of this model is that we are able to estimate both the
transport cost and the adjustment to equilibrium, which can be interpreted as
CPALOP. Unfortunately, this model is nonlinear, which means that it is not
possible to find a closed form of the estimates. The estimation is performed by
using the technique proposed for a univariate threshold model.

Let us first investigate how to include transport costs in the model. We
consider two cases. In the first case, both cities (markets) are able to export grain.
In the second, only one of the cities is exporting grain, the other market is
assumed to be a net importer. In this second case we find an asymmetric

4 The general properties of this class of models are examined in Tong (1990).
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threshold. Even in the first case it might be reasonable to assume asymmetric
transport costs. The most obvious example is, of course, the cost differential
between taking grain upstream as compared to downstream. For that reason we
allow for transport costs to be dependent on the direction of transport.

We can derive an expression of the price difference in both cases (the detailed
exposition of the model can be found in the Appendix).

K1 # P1 2 P2 # K2, (1)

whereP1 andP2 are the prices in market one and market two, respectively, and
K1 andK2 are determined by the transport cost between market 1 and market 2.
In these types of models it is often preferably to work with the prices transformed
by the logarithm. The model can then be reformulated to

g1 # p1 2 p2 # g2,

where p1 5 log (P1) and p2 5 log (P2). If g1 # 0 # g2, 2g1 (g2) can be
interpreted as the transport cost from market 1 (2) to market 2 (1) relative to the
price in market 1 (2),

2 g1 5
C12

P1
g2 5

C21

P2
, (2)

whereC12 (C12) is the transport cost from city 1 (2) to city 2 (1). If eitherg1 ,
g2 , 0 or 0 , g1 , g2 the transport of grain is in one direction only, and only
2g1 or g2 can be interpreted as transport cost. In the following we specify the
statistical model.

5. THE STATISTICAL MODEL

The threshold error correction model is almost identical to the error correction
model, except that we replace the point equilibrium with a band equilibrium. If
prices are outside the band equilibrium they will adjust. But if prices are inside
the band price movements will be a white noise. The model is given by

Dp1t 5

a1 (p1t21 2 p2t21 2 g1) 1 e1t for p1t21 2 p2t21 , g1

e1t for g1 # p1t21 2 p2t21 # g2

a1 (p1t21 2 p2t21 2 g2) 1 e1t for p1t21 2 p2t21 . g2

(3)

and

Dp2t 5

a2 (p1t21 2 p2t21 2 g1) 1 e2t for p1t21 2 p2t21 , g1

e2t for g1 # p1t21 2 p2t21 # g2

a2 (p1t21 2 p2t21 2 g2) 1 e2t for p1t21 2 p2t21 . g2,

(4)
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where (e1t, e2t) z Nid (0,V). In this model, we assume that the price differences
p1 2 p2, Dp1t 5 p1t 2 p1t21, andDp2t 5 p2t 2 p2t21 are stationary processes.5

Although the prices series will beI(1) inside the band it can be either stationary
or I(1) outside the band. The parameters in the model are (g1, g2, a1, a2 , V). The
adjustment parametersa1 anda2 measure the speed of adjustment to equilibrium
of market 1 and market 2, respectively.6 The prices will adjust to equilibrium if
a1 , 0 anda2 . 0. Numerical high values of the adjustment parameters indicate
a fast adjustment.

The model is nonlinear which implies that there is no closed form of the
estimates. The estimation technique is akin to the univariate model in Prakash
and Taylor (1997) and is based on maximization of the likelihood function. The
prices are observed fromt 5 1, . . . ,T. The log likelihood function of the data
is proportional to

log L 5 2 (T 2 1) log |V |2 1
2 O

t51

T

(e1t, e2t) V (e1t, e2t)9, (5)

where (e1t, e2t) is given by Eqs. (3) and (4). The parameters are determined by
maximizing the likelihood function and the calculation of the standard errors is
described in the Appendix.

The estimates of the adjustment parameters are very sensitive to the quality of
data. If the time series contains a single extreme observation, the estimates will
be affected by that observation. In order to avoid the estimates being strongly
influenced by a few unreliable observations, we carefully examined our data
before performing the analysis. This issue is discussed more carefully in the
Appendix, where it is illustrated by an example. In cases where we find isolated
extreme movements, for example a 25% change which is not recorded in
neighboring markets and where price immediately returns to the previous level,
we have chosen to perform the analysis without that observation. However, this
operation has been performed in a very small number of cases where we have
reason to believe that the price was reported carelessly.7 A more serious problem
is that misrepresentation of true values seems to be more frequent by the end of
the 19th century. In some markets there are systematic roundings of data and
excessive repetition of identical values. We discuss the consequence of this
apparent deterioration in data quality under “The Speed of Adjustment to
Equilibrium.”

5 The exact conditions are specified in Tong (1990).
6 An alternative model which allows the adjustment speed to differ below and above the band has

been examined. However the estimates were very imprecisely determined in that model due to the
limited number of observations.

7 In the analyses less than 10 observations have been removed, which is less than 1% of the total
number of observations.
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6. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS

Transport Costs vs Commodity Points

The first step in the empirical analysis is to estimate and interpretg1 andg2,
to determine whether the threshold or commodity points implied by our analysis
can be interpreted as actual transport costs. If not, the analysis is not subject to
a meaningful interpretation. Transport costs are independently assessed from
known data on the cost of transport by inland waterway, rail, and road. Weight
and mileage costs for different transport modes in the 19th century are given in
J.-C. Toutain’s pioneering work on French transport history (1967) and distances
have been calculated from 19th-century sources which report the actual costs of
different transport modes.

Table 1 reports transport cost per hl km (hectoliter kilometer) between seven
pairs of market towns and the distances between those towns. Note that the
distance varied somewhat by transport mode. These data form the basis for our
estimates of the ratio of transport cost to the price of wheat in the first city of each
pair of towns (Column 3). These estimates may be compared to the implied
transport costs,g1 or g2 (Column 4), also expressed as a percentage of mean
wheat price of first city in the pair of markets. The estimates in Column 4 are
generated by the model described and discussed under “A Threshold Error
Correction Model” and “The Statistical Model.” There is a rough similarity
between observed and implied (i.e., model generated) relative transport costs.
The standard error of implied transport costs displayed in Column 4 is in the
order of1

3 of the value, and it seems as if the deviations of results from Columns
3 compared to those in Column 4 are within 1 standard error in most cases.
Weight data referred to in transport statistics have been converted to volume
measures at the rate of 1 hl of wheat as equal to 75 kg.

In some cases we have listed observed or actual transport cost (Column 3) for
different transport modes, the point being that the favored means of transport is
the one which has the closest correspondence to the implied cost. For example,
the Lyon-Marseille trade in the 1890s relied mainly on inland navigation, which
is corroborated by contemporary records in theAlbum de statistique graphique,
an annual publication of the Ministry of Public Works. Although this supply was
marginal—Marseille being a major importer of Russian and North African grain,
which then was distributed along the coast—it was obviously sufficient to restore
equilibrium price differentials. The Lyon–Mâcon trade shifted from road in
mid-19th century to upstream inland navigation by the end of the 19th century
and a comparison of trade patterns in different periods reveals the changing
sources of market supply. In 1825–1835 Rouen prices were above Chalons-sur-
Marne in a largely self-sufficient France. But all this changed in the 1890s when
Rouen, conveniently situated on the western seaboard for North Atlantic grain,
had its prices squeezed below those of eastern France, even in the presence of a
protective tariff.

Although the correspondence between observed and implied transport costs
is striking, there are some loose ends. The Toulouse-Carcasonne (southern
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France) results for the 1825–1835 period suggest that Canal du Midi wasnot
used for transport between these cities in that period and that the much more
expensive alternative of road carriage was used. We know that canals were in
bad shape after the Napoleonic wars, and this particular section had about 40

TABLE 1
Observed and Implied Relative Transport Costs between French Markets, 1825–1913

1
Distance

(km)

2
Transport cost per
hl km, centimes

3
Transport cost/

mean wheat price

4
Implied relative
transport cost

Toulouse–Bordeaux
1825–1835 288 0.435a 0.072 0.064
1890–1913b 288 0.18a 0.029 0.026

Toulouse–Albi
1825–1835 75 1.87c 0.082 0.094
1890–1903 70 0.48d 0.019 0.01

Toulouse–Carcasonne
1825–1835 106 0.435a 0.027 0.088
1825–1835 93 1.87c 0.1 0.088
1890–1903 106 0.18a 0.012 0.02
1890–1903 91 0.48d 0.025 0.02

Lyon–Marseille
1825–1835 361 0.435a 0.075 0.095
1890–1903 361 0.18a 0.038 0.051
1890–1903 356 0.48d 0.1 0.051

Lyon–Mâcon
1855–1865 79 0.35a 0.013e 0.05
1855–1865 66 0.65d 0.02 0.05
1855–1865 74 1.87c 0.065 0.05
1890–1903 79 0.18a 0.01 0.015

Chalons-sur-Marne–Rouen
1825–1835 478 0.435a 0.125 0.118

Rouen–Chalons-sur-Marne
1890–1903 478 0.18a 0.053 0.034

Sources:Prices of wheat from S. Drameet al., “Un siècle de commerce du blé en France
1825–1913,” Paris: Economica, 1991 (Transport distances). For canals: Ministère des Travaux
Publics, “Voies navigables. Manuels des distances,” Paris: Impremerie National, 1882; Archives
Nationales, F/14/10147. For roads, c. 1828: Archives Nationales F/14/10381/1/7. For Rail, c. 1875:
Archives Nationales F/14/10385/1/5.

a Inland navigation.
b In the period of 1890–1903 grain flowed from Bordeaux to Toulouse.
c Road transport.
d Rail.
e Transport costs based on downstream prices. The Rhône was not used upstream north of Lyon

and railway connection completed c. 1860. Road transport the most likely means of transport in
1855–1865, upstream inland navigation was used in the 1890s.
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sluices which easily broke down if not carefully maintained. However, by the
end of the 19th century Canal du Midi was used exclusively for grain
shipments, unlike other multi-use canals. The implied transport cost suggests
that for the 1890 –1903 period both rail and canals were used. A switch from
road to rail over time is revealed between Toulouse and nearby Albi, which
did not have a direct connecting waterway. The results neatly confirm that the
implied and observed transport costs between Lyon and Marseille in 1825–
1835, a distance of about 360 km by inland navigation, was about the same
as the 75 km by road between Albi and Toulouse, reflecting the fact that road
transport was about 4.5 times more expensive in that period. By and large the
CPALOP seems to be fairly well corroborated from early on in the 19th
century for trade within regional markets, which is a good sign of market
integration.

What about markets separated by long distance and for which we cannot
always be sure that actual direct trade took place? Table 2 reveals that the pattern
is not—at first glance—particularly consistent. The entries should be read as
follows. Commodity points or implied transport costs are expressed as propor-
tional to the price of the first market in a pair. For example, a pair like

TABLE 2
Implied Relative Transport Cost between Long-Distance French

Markets

Cities 1825–1835 1890–1903

Lyon–Chalons-sur-Marne 20.011 0.011
Chalons-sur-Marne–Lyon 0.133 (0.003)

Lyon–Rouen 0.070 0.007
Rouen–Lyon 0.095 0.034

Lyon–Bordeaux 0.032 0.038
Bordeaux–Lyon 0.111 (0.003)

Rouen–Bordeaux 0.037 0.071
Bordeaux–Rouen 0.062 20.016

Rouen–Chalons-sur-Marne 20.037 0.034
Chalons-sur-Marne–Rouen 0.118 20.007

Bordeaux–Chalons-sur-Marne 20.061 0.013
Chalons-sur-Marne–Bordeaux 0.128 0.026

Marseille–Bordeaux (20.034) 20.014
Bordeaux–Marseille 0.087 0.022

Rouen–Marseille 0.252 0.093
Marseille–Rouen 20.035 20.021

Sources.Prices of wheat used in the analysis are from Drameet al.,
“Un siècle de commerce du blé en France,” Paris: Economica, 1991.

Note.Negative transport cost indicates that no trade is going in this
direction. Numbers in brackets are not significant on a 5% level.
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Chalons-sur-Marne–Lyon gives the commodity points estimate at 0.133 for the
period 1825–1835, which means that when price in Chalons-sur-Marne is below
price in Lyon the implied commodity points are 13.3% of price in Chalons-sur-
Marne. Negative numbers, such as the one in the same box but relating to
Lyon–Chalons-sur-Marne, cannot be interpreted literally but imply that no trade
took place in the direction from Lyon to Chalons-sur-Marne. The results suggest
that trade was often unidirectional.

Some, but far from all, of the implied transport costs in Table 2 correspond to
historically observed transport costs. For the period 1890–1903 we believe that
the Rouen–Chalons-sur-Marne and Rouen–Bordeaux legs have implied transport
costs corresponding to observed costs, though this does not imply that much trade
actually took place directly between these markets. Knowledge of the actual costs
would have disciplined price differentials. However, looking at the Rouen–Lyon
connection one finds that the distance is double that of Rouen–Chalons-sur-
Marne, but implied transport costs are about the same. There are several other
cases, which indicate implied transport costs far below what should have been
expected given the distance.

In interpreting these paradoxical findings we must first note that there was
probably nodirect trade taking place between pairs of cities when implied
transport costs are “too low.” However, markets can be integrated without
actually trading directly with each other. The fact that we have been able to
estimateg1 and g2 indicates that there were market forces at work generating
systematic adjustments back to an equilibrium difference in price between cities.
But what does this equilibrium signify?

The answer is that even if the commodity points indicated by the results
reported for the long distance markets cannot literally be interpreted as transport
costs between the implied markets they can still be related to transport costs.
More precisely, the estimates reflectthe transport cost differentialto (or from)
these markets from (to) a third market, with which they are linked as a supplier
or consumer. This leads to an important modification of the law of one price: The
equilibrium price differential between integrated markets which do not trade
directly with each other issmaller than transport costs between them.8 There is
an obvious affinity between this argument and the point advanced by Marc
Flandreau on the bimetallic monetary regime in which it is established that
exchange rate variability is smaller than in a gold standard (Flandreau, 1996).

This important insight can be explained by Fig. 1, which is based on implied
transport costs between Mâcon, Lyon, and Marseille, 1890–1903. The arrows
indicate the direction of trade and the numbers refer to transport cost, relative to

8 In the special case when two markets A and C are linked to a third, B, so that, say, A supplies
(is supplied by) B and B supplies (is supplied by) C, which means that B is an “entrepôt,” the
commodity points between A and C reveal the sum of transport costs from A to C and C to B. We
therefore call entrepôt trade “direct trade” in the meaning given to the concept in the text. We can call
it direct trade because there is no reason in terms of transport cost considerations why trade should
not flow directly from A to C.
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the price of wheat at point of departure. Solid lines indicate actual direct trade.
Since Mâcon is located north of Lyon, which in turn is north of Marseille,
transport costs between Mâcon and Marseille ought to be greater than between
Lyon and Marseille since they used the same transport network, the Saône and
Rhône rivers. Table 1 suggests that in 1890–1903 grain flows from Lyon south
to Marseille at an implied relative transport cost of 5.1% (of price in Lyon) and
north to Mâcon at a relative cost of 1.5%. Both figures are plausible in the sense
that they are close to observed transport costs. Evidence that trade actually took
place between these towns in this period is provided by theAlbum de statistique
graphique.

The implied cost for grain flowing south from Mâcon to Marseille is only 3.7%
of price in Mâcon, which implies that the cost of transporting grain from Mâcon
to Marseille would have been lower despite the fact that grain from Mâcon must
pass through Lyon on its way to Marseille. This does not make sense unless we
argue that Mâcon and Marseille do not trade with each other directly but are both
supplied from Lyon, where price is lower than in either Mâcon and Marseille.
The implied transport cost between Mâcon and Marseille is simply thetransport
cost differentialto the market, Lyon; that is, 5.12 1.55 3.6, which comes close
to the implied cost 3.7 when estimated on Mâcon and Marseille.

The next problem is to see if the results shown in Table 2 can be interpreted
as reflecting the transport cost differential from some unidentified third market.9

9 There does not seem to be a case where implied cost between A and B is the sum of observed
transport costs between A supplying C and B being supplied by C.

FIG. 1. Implied transport cost along Saône and Rhône, 1890–1903.
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One way of doing so, without being able to actually identify the third unknown
market, is to see whether the entire network of spatial price differentials is
consistent. We will investigate that issue by extending the number of markets so
that the major regions of France are covered. The cities singled out as part of the
network are Rouen, Chalons-sur-Marne, Lyon, Bordeaux, and Marseille. If all
five identified markets were related directly or indirectly to some common
market the estimate of the threshold equilibrium price for, say, Bordeaux should
be identical irrespective of whether it was estimated on the basis ofg in relation
to Lyon, Rouen, Chalons-sur-Marne, or Marseille. If, on the other hand, there
were large differences in the prices revealed by this method Bordeaux must be
related to some market the others were not trading with directly or indirectly and
it would not be reasonable to speak about an integrated national market.

Consider first the 1890–1903 period, where the results are consistent with this
interpretation. There is a mean price level ranking of markets for this period with
levels increasing from Rouen, in the northwestern part of France (with lowest
price), to Lyon and Chalons-sur-Marne, with about the same price; Bordeaux;
and, finally, Marseille, with the highest price level. We set price in Rouen as the
standard and index all other markets to that. The outcome of these calculations
is reported in Table 3. From Table 2 we can see that when price in Rouen is
below that of Chalons-sur-Marne and Lyon the commodity point is estimated to
be 0.034, that is, 3.4% of price in Rouen, which gives us the threshold equilib-
rium price at 1.034 in Chalons-sur-Marne and Lyon respectively. But Table 2
also reveals that if price in Lyon is below that of Chalons-sur-Marne the implied
transport cost is 0.011, which introduces a slight discrepancy since the implied
price in Chalons-sur-Marne then becomes 0.0113 1.034 1 1.034 5 1.045.

TABLE 3
Implied Prices Estimated on the Basis of Different Direct and Indirect Trade Links

(Rouen5 1)

Network linkages Price in Bordeaux Price in Marseille

Rouen 1.071 1.091
Bordeaux 1.094

Rouen–Chalon-sur-Marne 1.061 —
Bordeaux 1.084

Rouen–Lyon 1.073 1.087
Bordeaux 1.096

Rouen–Chalon-sur-Marne–Lyon 1.073 1.087
Bordeaux 1.096

Rouen–Lyon–Chalon-sur-Marne 1.072 —
Bordeaux 1.095

Source.Table 1 and Table 2.
Note.Read the table as follows: Take row three, Rouen–Lyon, in which case 1.073

and 1.087 are the prices in Bordeaux and Marseille, respectively, estimated directly on
the basis of the Rouen–Lyon leg, while 1.096 is the price in Marseille estimated on the
Rouen–Lyon–Bordeaux leg. A dash indicates price not estimated.
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However, determining price in Lyon from Chalons sur Marne gives a price in
Lyon consistent with the price determined from Rouen. Although the band is
quoted as 0.003, it is actually not significantly different from zero. If the local
price differentials in France reveal an integrated market, then the Bordeaux price
estimated on the basis of the implied transport cost relative to Lyon and Rouen
must be equal to the price which we reported in the preceding paragraph. The
information in Table 2 again generates satisfactory results. When the price in
Lyon is below the Bordeaux price the implied transport cost is estimated to
0.038; this produces a Bordeaux price at 0.038 times 1.0341 1.0345 1.073,
which is practically identical to the price estimated from the implied direct
transport cost between Rouen and Bordeaux, i.e., 0.071, giving a Bordeaux price
of 1.071. The results in Tables 1 and 2 are systematically used in Table 3. In the
first row of Table 3 prices in Bordeaux and Marseille are directly estimated on
Rouen and in successive rows combinations of wider networks are used as the
basis. The results support the view that France was well integrated at this time,
as maximum price differences when estimated relative to different networks do
not exceed 1 standard error of the implied transport costs.

What was the the role for third markets? The implied transport cost between
Rouen and Lyon might be the differential between these two markets and the
Paris region. Unfortunately, we do not have appropriate price data from Paris to
test this conjecture. But what about the implied cost between Bordeaux and
Marseille of 2.2%? The cost is certainly less than the marginal cost of redirecting
a shipment from Bordeaux to Marseille and should rather be interpreted as the
effect of both markets being in indirect contact with each other through a chain
of other markets. The price differential between Rouen and Marseille is some 8
to 9%, which is smaller than actual transport costs between the two cities, but
probably reveals the marginal cost of redirecting North American grain from Le
Havre and Rouen to Marseille. France imported some 10–15% of its wheat
consumption in the 1890s and was supplied both from the West and the East.
Russian wheat traveled from the Black Sea port of Odessa to Marseille. While
Rouen in the northwest registered the lowest price in France in this period, there
were other low-price areaswithin France.Examples include Cher and Nièvre
about midway between Paris and Lyon, which supplied Paris from the south
(Chevet and Saint Amour, 1991). We can therefore imagine a long chain of
markets linking Rouen indirectly to Marseille. A market chain reflecting the
stylized facts of the regional French grain price structure is displayed in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. A stylized chain of markets from northwestern to southern France.
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The arrows indicate the flow of grain and the differences are computed sequen-
tially. Summing the differences yields a total difference between A and F of 0.08.

An attempt to replicate the structure revealed in Table 3 in a previous period,
1825–1835, generates ambiguous results. There is reasonable consistency be-
tween the Chalons-sur-Marne–Lyon–Marseille interlinkage and Chalons-sur-
Marne–Rouen–Bordeaux–Marseille. Price in Marseille, as “determined” from
Lyon, is within the interval suggested by prices “determined” from Bordeaux, but
price in Lyon differs widely—about 10 percentage points—if it is determined it
from the West (Bordeaux or Rouen) compared to Chalons-sur-Marne. Such
inconclusive results confirm the view that regional markets were fairly well
integrated while a national market was still in the making in the first third of the
19th century.

7. THE SPEED OF ADJUSTMENT TO EQUILIBRIUM

While stable commodity points indicate that the adjusted law of one price,
CPALOP, was in operation, the speed of adjustment back to that equilibrium
after a shock is an additional diagnostic device for the evaluation of thedegree
of market integration. The faster the adjustment the more integrated the market
is. With the gradual improvement in transport and information technology we
would expect an increase in the speed of adjustment during the 19th century. By
the end of the 19th century the cost of inland navigation had declined to one-third
the level at the beginning of the century. As rail replaced road the cost declined
even more for routes not served by waterways. Inland navigation remained the
cheapest means of transport, however. Our main results in regard to adjustment
speed are summarized in Tables 4 and 5. The first of these two tables refers to
markets along known trade routes and in most cases we are sure that actual direct
trade took place between the markets when distance was less than 200 km. Pairs
of markets are classified in three groups ranked in order of increasing distance.
The first adjustment coefficient,a1, refers to the first market’s adjustment to the
second in a pair anda2 refers to the second market’s adjustment to the first. The
sum of the absolute numerical values of the two coefficients,a1 anda2, can be
interpreted as the mutual adjustment speed. Parentheses around the coefficient
indicate that it is not significantly different from zero on a 5% significance level,
which implies that the market is weakly exogenous10 in respect to the other
market in that particular pair, meaning that it does not adjust to the other market.
In principle the sum of the coefficients should not exceed 1, in which case the
entire adjustment takes place between two observations, that is 2 weeks. In some
cases it does, but taking the standard error into consideration these “excess”
results are not significantly different from 1. Our expectation was that the speed
of adjustment was inversely correlated to distance. For the years between 1825
and 1835 we can see that markets more than 200 km apart have lower adjustment

10 The market is weakly exogenous in the sense that the market does not adjust to a deviation from
the equilibrium.
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coefficients than the other markets. It turns out that most of the change in the
speed of adjustment takes place between the two first periods covered in Table
3, that is, between 1825–1835 and 1855–1865. In the later of these two periods
the telegraph linked all major centers of commerce in France, which probably
accounts for the increase in adjustment speed. By then the sums of adjustment
parameters are between 0.7 and 1, except for Mâcon–Marseille. With adjustment
parameters close to 1 almost all adjustment takes place within a fortnight. But,
paradoxically, the sum of parameters decline markedly in 7 of 13 cases from the
start or the middle of the 19th century to the final period, 1890–1903. Is that a
confirmation of Chevet and St. Amour’s view that French markets were incom-
pletely integrated? We doubt that this is the case.

Look first at a particularly paradoxical result, the decline in the speed of
adjustment in the Toulouse–Marmande case from the early 19th century. The two
markets were very close to each other and there is no good reason why
integration should decline when communications and information transfer be-
came cheaper. The clue to the paradox lies in the Marmande data for the
1890–1903 period, when the registration of prices grew very lax. Four-digit

TABLE 4
Adjustment Parameters, the Absolute Numerical Values ofa1 anda2, in 19th-Century France

(Markets along Trade Routes)

1825–1835 1855–1865 1870–1889 1890–1903

,125 km
Toulouse–Montauban (0.096)1 0.300 —a (0.071)1 0.222b 0.3671 0.176
Mâcon–Lyon (0.046)1 0.279 0.2511 0.522 —c 0.5041 0.167
Bar-le-Duc–Chalons-

sur-Marne 0.3291 0.459 0.4261 0.636 0.6431 0.504b 0.3231 (0.122)
Marseille–Avignon (0.006)1 0.250 0.2391 0.464 0.1291 0.832d (0.023)1 0.099
Toulouse–Carcasonne (0.067)1 0.471 —a (0.068)1 0.326b (0.003)1 0.487
Luneville–Bar-le-Duc 0.1711 (0.052) 0.1681 0.449 (0.049)1 0.305b (0.100)1 0.590

125–200 km
Toulouse–Marmande 0.7791 (0.201) —a 0.2261 0.259b 0.0951 0.196
Luneville–Chalons-

sur-Marne 0.9631 0.349 (0.106)1 0.691 (0.071)1 1.018b (0.033)1 0.452

.200 km
Toulouse–Bordeaux 0.2181 (0.011) —a 0.0871 0.105b 0.4111 0.937
Marseille–Lyon (20.048)1 0.171 —c 0.5311 0.289d (0.057)1 0.225
Mâcon–Avignon 0.1971 (0.035) 0.2371 0.748 (0.054)1 0.353d 0.089–0.064
Marseille–Mâcon (0.039)1 0.202 0.2001 0.110 0.1901 0.105d (0.021)1 0.202
Chalons-sur-Marne–

Rouen 0.3831 (0.047) 0.4391 0.241 0.5171 0.390b 0.5381 0.171

Sources.Price of wheat on which our adjustment parameter estimates are based from S. Drameet
al., “Un siècle de commerce du blé en France, 1825–1913,” Paris: Economica, 1991.

Note.The brackets indicate that the estimate is not significantly different from zero on a 5% level.
a The price series of Toulouse contains many missing observations in the period 1855–1865 and

therefore it is not possible to use this series in this particular period.
b The analysis is performed on the subperiod 1880–1889.
c Analysis not possible to perform.
d The analysis is performed on the subperiod 1870–1880.
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prices were systematically rounded off in the 1890s, with all but a dozen of the
observations ending with the numbers 0 or 5 and with an excessive number
ending in two zeros. In no other market was registration so lax, but the data for
Chalons-sur-Marne, Avignon, and Marseille show signs of excess repetition of a
given observation and/or rounded numbers. In these cases, however, the care-
lessness is neither consistent throughout the 1890–1903 period nor as serious as
in the Marmande case. As can be easily confirmed, in all pairs of markets that
reveal declining speed of adjustment at least one of the four markets with lenient
registration of prices is present. For these markets the previous period offers a
more accurate picture of the speed of adjustment. With adjustment speed already
close to 1, improvements cannot be measured without higher frequency data.

Do longer distance markets behave differently? The results reported in Table
5 reveal that these markets are a bit later in attaining the speed of adjustment
experienced by adjacent markets by the middle of the 19th century. We observe
an increase in the speed of adjustment from the first period (1825–1835) to the
last period (1890–1903) in all but one case, that of Rouen–Marseille. In two
cases it declines markedly from the mid-19th century to the end period. Both
cases involve Rouen and one might suspect errors in the data for the unexpected
results, as was noted in the discussion of Table 3. Note that in all but three cases
the adjustment speed is close to 1, i.e., in the interval 0.7–1, by the end of the
century. Two of the exceptions involve Marseille and the third Chalons-sur-
Marne; observed deficiencies in the data may well be responsible for these.

Another expectation to be fulfilled if markets are fully integrated is that price
adjustments are mutual. This carries the implication that so-called weak exoge-
neity or insignificant adjustment parameters disappear. Such a pattern can also be
corroborated over time from a reading of Table 5. A few surprising results
remain, however, such as the slow speed of adjustment exhibited by the Bor-
deaux–Marseille connection in the mid-19th century. This is all the more sur-
prising given the rapid adjustment between Marseille and Rouen. Even if mutual

TABLE 5
Adjustment Parameters for Long-Distance Markets in France, 19th-Century

1825–1835 1855–1865 1890–1903

Lyon–Chalons-sur-Marne (0.06)1 0.074 (0.084)1 0.310 (0.04)1 0.339
Lyon–Rouen 0.1241 (0.048) (0.048)1 1.157 0.1711 0.475
Lyon–Bordeaux 0.2911 (0.088) 0.0711 (20.053) 0.3961 0.674
Rouen–Bordeaux (0.174)1 (0.001) 0.0591 0.046 0.4271 0.538
Bordeaux–Chalons-sur-Marne (0.005)1 0.078 (0.008)1 0.294 0.2641 0.511
Marseille–Bordeaux (0.000)1 0.137 0.0621 0.046 (0.01)1 0.245
Marseille–Rouen 0.6021 0.005 0.2241 0.481 0.1061 0.344
Chalons-sur-Marne–Nantes (0.067)1 (0.087) (0.130)1 (0.144) 0.351 0.364

Sources.Price of wheat used in our estimates of adjustment parameters are from S. Drameet al.,
“Un siècle de commerce du blé en France, 1825–1913,” Paris: Economica, 1991.

Note.The brackets indicate that the estimate is insignificant on a 5% level.
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adjustment increased for Marseille and Bordeaux it remains below the expected
value. However, one possible explanation is that in the 1890s import of wheat
had become substantial but Marseille was linked to shocks in the Russian wheat
market and Bordeaux to the influence of North America.

8. CONCLUSION

Doubts about incomplete market integration in 19th-century France cannot be
corroborated, and integration after the mid-19th century appears to be quite
strong. The results presented in this article indicate that as early as midcentury,
for markets close to each other, the entire shock to an equilibrium threshold was
adjusted for within 2–3 weeks. That speed was attained in long-distance markets
a few decades later. The results also indicate much faster adjustments than
reported in a previous analysis by the present authors using monthly data (Ejrnæs
and Persson 1997). In that investigation we did not estimate an equilibrium
threshold but an equilibrium ratio between markets. One source of the diverging
results may be that the failure to model transport costs explicitly adds consider-
able “noise.” If price differentials were within the commodity points, price
movements might be random and then interpreting such movements as part of the
adjustment process generates a downward bias to the estimates of the adjustment
parameters. This hypothesis is supported by our present analysis. Another pos-
sibility, which still requires corroboration, is that when adjustments are very fast,
monthly observations miss much of the movement and therefore bias the results.

APPENDIX

The Model

This appendix describes how transport costs are included in the model. We
consider two cases where both cities (markets) are able to export grain and where
only one of the cities is exporting grain; the other market is assumed to be a net
importer. Transport costs may be asymmetric here, as noted in the text. Thus, we
allow for transport costs to be dependent on the direction of transport.

Case 1. Let us assume thatP1 is the price of grain in city 1,P2 is the price in
city 2, andC12 is the price of transporting grain from city 1 to city 2. If city 2
imports grain from city 1 we expect the price in city 2 to be

P2 5 P1 1 C12;

if C12 . 0 then law of one price (LOP) is violated. We will, in general, expect

P2 # P1 1 C12

because otherwise it would be possible to make profits by importing grain from city
1. On the other hand we have that the price in city 1 has an upper limit given by

P1 # P2 1 C21.

In the case where city 1 is only importing grain from city 2 the equation holds
with an equal sign. From the two expressions above we have that in equilibrium
the difference of the prices satisfies
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2C12 # P1 2 P2 # C21,

whereC12, C21 $ 0.
In an empirical analysis we often prefer to work on the relative prices. Therefore

the prices are logarithmically transformed. From the expression above we have

P2

P1
# 1 1

C12

P1
f

log (P2) 2 log (P1) # log S1 1
C12

P1
D .

For small values ofC12/P1 the previous expression is approximately identical to

p2 2 p1 # c12,

wherep1 5 log (P1), p2 5 log (P2), c12 5 C12/P1, andc12 is the share of transport
cost in the price. The equilibrium of the pricesp1 andp2 is given by

2 c12 # p1 2 p2 # c21.

This means that we obtain almost the same equilibrium by usingP1 andP2 as
with p1 andp2.

Case 2. In this case we assume that city 1 is net importer of grain. If city 1
imports from city 2 we will expect the priceP1 to be

P1 # P2 1 C12

with an equal sign if all the grain is imported from city 2. By the arbitrate
argument (profits from trade are fully exploited), the price in city 1 cannot exceed
P2 1 C21. If city 1 has the opportunity of importing grain from another city we
are able to find a limit on the price difference. The price of imported grain from
city 3 is P3 1 C31. If the price in city 2 exceeds the price of grain from city 3,
city 1 will substitute to city 3. This means that

C31 1 P3 2 P2 # P1 2 P2 # C21.

Assume now that price in city 3 is the cheapest alternative and the equilibrium
can be formulated as

K # P1 2 P2 # C21,

whereK # C21. If city 2 is the cheapest alternative we haveK 5 C21. In order to
formulate a model that covers both cases we assume that the equilibrium is given by

g1 # p1 2 p2 # g2,

whereg1 # g2. If g1 # 0 # g2 the equilibrium condition is identical to case 1
and otherwise the prices behave as in case 2. When the prices are out of
equilibrium they adjust to the equilibrium. This can be formulated as an error
correction model.
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The Estimation Technique

To illustrate and explain the estimation technique and the problems that are
involved we use one of the analyses as an example. The example is based on the
analysis of wheat prices of Bordeaux and Toulouse in the period 1825–1835. The
time series contains 264 observations and is shown in Fig. A1, where the solid line
is the prices in Toulouse and the dashed line prices in Bordeaux. In the analyses we
are working with the logarithm of prices. To check whether the model is reasonable
given the data, we look at the price differential (log (p1) 2 log (p2)). These differ-
ences are graphed in Fig. A2, and a visual inspection of it immediately suggests that
the price differential is a stationary process. The price differential varies from20.10
to 0.04 and we expect the band will lie within this range. For comparison the
estimated threshold band is shown in the graph. The estimation is based on maximum
likelihood method using the log-likelihood function, Eq. (5), in the text.

The parameters in the model areg1, g2, a1, a2, and V. We use a two-step
procedure to maximize the likelihood function proposed by Prakash and Taylor
(1997). In the first stepg1 andg2 are kept fixed and the remaining variables are
estimated. In the second step the likelihood function is evaluated. By keepingg1

andg2 fixed it is easy to estimate the remaining parameters, since giveng1 and
g2 the maximum likelihood estimation reduces to a standard linear model. Hence,
the parametersa1OLS, a2OLS, andVOLS, can be obtained by OLS.11 The likelihood
function is then evaluated in the estimated parameters. In that way we reduce the
likelihood function to being only dependent ong1 and g2. The -log-likelihood
function as a function ofc12 5 2g1 andc21 5 g2 is shown in Fig. A3. Figure A3
shows that there exists a minimum. This minimum is determined by the optimi-
zation algorithm in GAUSS. The estimates are reported in Table A2. The
standard errors are based on the Hessian matrix.

11 For further details see Tong (1990) or Prakash and Taylor (1997).

FIG. A1. The prices series of Toulouse and Bordeaux.
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The estimation results suggest that the equilibrium band lies between20.06
and 0. This means that trade is in one direction only, namely from Toulouse to
Bordeaux. The implicit transport cost (from Toulouse to Bordeaux) is estimated
at about 6% of the price in Toulouse. The estimates of the speed of adjustment
show that the coefficienta2 is lower (and insignificant) than2a1, which
indicates that it is mainly the prices Toulouse that adjust to the prices in Bordeaux
at a speed where the impact of a shock had been reduced to half its original size
in 1.3 months.

An Extension of the Model

In order to extend the model we have tried to include deterministic seasonal
components and a constant. The estimation results from the analysis with 23
center-seasonal components are shown in Table A2. The estimates are almost

FIG. A2. The price differential of Toulouse and Bordeaux.

FIG. A3. The mean2log L as a function of thec12 andc21.
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unchanged. Based on an LR test we find that the seasonal components are
insignificant. We have also included a constant but the conclusion is that the
estimates ofg1, g2, a1, anda2 are unaffected by the constant. Therefore we work
only with the simple model.

Residual Analysis

In order to examine the properties of the model we carried out an analysis of
the residuals. For each time series of residuals we calculated the mean, variance,
and third and fourth moment and these are shown in Table A1. Except from the
high fourth moment12 of the residuals, especially in the Bordeaux series, the

12 The expected value is three for normally distributed variables.

TABLE A1
Residual Analysis

Toulouse Bordeaux

Mean of the res. 0.00023 0.00042
Variance of the res. 0.00017 0.00028
3th moment of std. res. 0.578 20.361
4th moment of std. res. 7.25 16.37
1st autocorr. coeff. 0.31 0.08

TABLE A2
Estimation Results

Estimates Standard error logL

Toulouse–Bordeaux
g1

g2

a1

a2

20.0642
20.0077
20.227

0.115

0.0072
0.0075
0.082
0.082

782.83

Toulouse–Bordeaux with seasonal dummies
g1

g2

a1

a2

20.065
20.0072
20.203

0.146

0.0074
0.0076
0.084
0.083

799.93

Toulouse–Bordeaux without the outlier
g1

g2

a1

a2

20.0645
20.0077
20.218

0.011

0.0098
0.0091
0.089
0.067

838.21

Toulouse–Bordeaux without transport cost
a1

a2

20.034
0.022

0.019
0.019

762.64
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residual analysis seems reasonable. The high fourth moment is mainly due to
large outliers in 1825 in Bordeaux price series.

Analysis without the Outliers

In order to examine the influence of a single outlier, the analysis is performed
on the data set where the outlier is replaced by a missing observation. The outlier
is determined to be the price series of Bordeaux in September 1825. The
estimation results are reported in Table A2. The estimates of parameters are
almost unchanged except the adjustment parameter of Bordeauxa2. The esti-
mate, without the outlier, is substantially lower and is insignificant. This means
that the adjustment parameters are depending on extreme observations, while the
estimates of transportation costs seem less affected. Therefore, in the analyses we
have carefully examined the time series and eliminated outliers where we do not
find similar price variation in any of the other cities. In that case we suspect the
outlier to be due to a misprint or typing error. The problem here is, of course, that
“true” outliers contain a lot of information, and for that reason we have only
eliminated the worst cases, fewer than 10 in total.

Model without transport cost

Finally, for comparison we have estimated the model without considering the
transport cost to substantiate the claim made in the main text that it introduces a
downward bias to estimates of adjustment speed. The model reduces to the
standard error correction model and it is possible to estimate the parameters of
adjustment speed. The estimates are reported in Table A2. Note that the estimates
of speed of adjustment are numerically much lower when transport costs are not
considered, as expected, since the speed of adjustment in this analysis is an
average of the adjustment inside the band (which is zero) and the adjustment
outside the band.

In all the analyses we use the model with transport costs. A formal test based
on the likelihood ratio statistics can be performed but requires that the distribu-
tion of the test statistic has to be simulated by a Monte Carlo experiment, since
it is a nonstandard distribution [for further details see Pakash and Taylor (1997)].
Although we have not formally tested the model with transport costs against the
model not including them, we have chosen the former on grounds that including
transport costs is a historically correct addition to modeling the law of one price.
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